
DANIELLE
OYEWO
Landscape Laborer

danielle.oyewo@email.com

(123) 456-7890

San Francisco, CA

LinkedIn

EDUCATION
High school diploma
Balboa High School

2003 - 2007

San Francisco, CA

SKILLS
Grounds keeping

Planting
Written Communication

Multi-tasking

Problem-solving
Collaboration

WORK EXPERIENCE
Landscape Laborer
BrightView Landscapes

2013 - current San Francisco, CA

Landscaped and maintained grounds of corporate property using
hand and power tools and removed litter from grounds

Operated hand tools such as rakes, shovels, pruners, pickax,
sledgehammers, tampers, and pitchforks to meet 56 client’s lawn
care needs and special requests, receiving more than 44 five-star
reviews
Maintained irrigation systems, including winterizing systems and
starting them in the spring, and operated over 1k sprinklers

Cared for established lawns of more than 35 long-term clients by
mulching, aerating, weeding, grubbing, trimming, and edging around
flower beds, walks, and retaining walls
Maintained the equipment and tools essential to accomplishing
daily tasks and minimized equipment depreciation costs by 17%

Landscape Laborer
AJN Landscaping

2010 - 2013 San Francisco, CA
Trimmed hedges, pruned bushes, edged lawns, mowed grass, bagged
leaves and sticks, trimmed tree branches, and assisted with other
tasks 5 days per week
Increased productivity by 12% by preparing a schedule and
gathering supplies and tools in advance

Performed daily maintenance tasks as scheduled, arrived on time at
all project sites, and received a 93% job satisfaction rating

Executed safety precautions given by leadership and equipment
manufacturers and exercised caution to avoid mistakes, decreasing
recorded injuries by 15%

Analyzed weather conditions before arriving to work each day and
prepared with proper attire and protection from the sun, rain, wind,
snow, and storms

Janitor
Heth Elementary School

2008 - 2010 San Francisco, CA
Designed and followed a cleaning schedule for the department and
cleaned assigned areas, furnishings, and fixtures according to
established procedures

Maintained a clean and safe environment for students by dry
mopping, wet mopping, sweeping, vacuuming, spot cleaning, and
shampooing carpets/rugs

Repaired minor problems on vacuum cleaners and floor and carpet
equipment to decrease yearly maintenance costs by $6k
Restocked supplies and resources in classrooms and restrooms,
recording inventory and alerting management within 24 hours of
discovering needed refills and replacements

http://linkedin.com/in/danielle-oyewo

